Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion

**IS THE BLACK CHURCH DEAD?**
Feb. 21, BMU 210
Noon–1p.m.
Dr. Pedro Douglas and Rev. Robert Morton, M. Div
Student Affairs and Judicial Affairs

**HOW TO TALK TO/ABOUT PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN TO PRISON**
March 7, BMU 210
Noon–1p.m.
Dr. Michael J. Coyle
Department of Political Science and Criminal Justice

**SANTERÍA IN THE STUDENT BODY: ACkommodating Practitioners of AFRICAN-DERIVED RELIGIONS**
March 28, BMU 210
Noon–1p.m.
Dr. Brian Brazeal
Department of Anthropology

**BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS; EVERY FIRST HAS ITS OWN STORY**
April 11, BMU 210
Noon–1p.m.
Tasha Alexander
TRIO Student Support Services

**CONVERSATIONS ON DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION AWARDS**
April 25, BMU 203
Noon–1p.m.
Tray Robinson
Office of Diversity and Inclusion and Multicultural and Gender Studies

---

**Spring 2018**

Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion is a series of discussions sponsored by the Center for Multicultural and Gender Studies, the Gender and Sexuality Equity Center, and the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.